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Coed Week Looms On Horizon
Ed. Note: The following is a com- Senate meeting on judicial proposals; "Sing Thing" In Pendleton; 9:30 Folk
plete schedule for Coed Week. Al- 8:00 lecture on "The Nigerian-Blafrnn nnd Blues Concert in Munger.
though applications for men to Btay Conflict" by Mrs. Shimony In Pendle- WEDNESDAY
on campus are sliU being accepted, ton; 8:00 MIT-Wollesloy Debate So- Monl , 10 '. 12:00: ..Exp^^.^n,
the emphasis will he on Boston area ciety on "Executive control over US
„, Illlcrprrsolml Communication" In
students commuting to Wclleslcy. In- foreign policy slwuld be significantly n„ Ru . .. |oun„„ nimltcd to 30
vise all your male student friends. curtailed" in Rec Building.
people)
Afternoon. JX?" Easter egg roll Afternoon, 4?Xfbri£e get-together
,^3StaS* ^iV^Jd
on Severance Hill; 4:15 Poetry Read- in Rec Building lounge; 5:00 Dance C°-1Z i„Z™J a «i« i« n
ing by Robert Pinsky in Pope Room; Group show in Alum; 5:00 parUclpa- £^1™^"=,^ Trl^
Evening: Alter-dinner plaiw nnd Evening, 7:30: ninck Ail lecture
drum session in Tower; 7:30 open by Alvln Wnnllnw 'Q0 in Jewell; 8:00
Council Votes M.A. Program;
Approves More Education
In its meeting Mar. 20, Academic college to work on their B.A.s on a
Council approved a continuing cdu- part-time basis while raising n fam-
cation plan for Wclleslcy, an cx- lly.
panded graduate studies program,
and agreed upon a revised calendar
for next year. A Russian major and
revisions for the education depart-
ment were also instituted,
cedes Term II, whose classes end
May 22. Exams arc over June 1,
with graduation June 10.
Despite professor of Biblical his-
tory Dehbeaux' concern that Welles-
Icy was becoming "an appendage to
or nnd (nipper In 200 Billings.
Evening, 7:iri: Coop FA Film
Course "Koniiigiii Pnrotlo" in loo
SnRo; 7:30- 10:00 "Frcneli Cnfo" on
Frond I corridor In Tower; 8:00 Biol-
ogy Lecture by Dr. Marilyn G. Far-
quhar; 8:30 Folk Concert by Bates-
Harvard-Yale in Bates.
THURSDAY
Afternoon, 4:00: Open tennis tourna-
ment by Rot Rulldlng; 4:15 open cliolr
sing In Jewell; 4:15 "Rniutow Sltow"
In Jewell Rehearsal Room.
Evening, 7:00: Parildiwtory "dra-
matic reading" In Severance; 7:30
Awnlllllg I urlli. r Study
Recommendations for Ixilh Ihe M.A,
nnd Ihe continuing educntlon plnus,
while approve<l by Council, nre con-
tingent upon feasibility and cost-anal- open rehearsal of Shaw's Misalliance;
The approved calendar begins with ysis studies to be conducted next 8:00 discussion in dorms, John Hard-
classes on Sept. 18, and coordinates year. wig and Mrs. Ingrid Stadler on "Can
with MIT on vacations and holidays. other Academic Council business man be a creator of values?" plus
Classes end first term before Christ- WQs largely routine. Education cider and donuts in Cazenovo; Mrs.
mas, with a reading period and exams courses now cross-listed for Group B. Lofkowllz on "Governance of Col-
following. A 10-day winter recess pre- in addition, two new education legos" in Muuger;Miu. Bell on "Con-
courses were approved, with the llm- sumer prolecllon?" In Freeman;
It on the number of courses eleded 10:00 plano-gultar sing along and
in the department removed. food In Stone.
With the creation of the Russian FRIDAY
major, Mr. Goldman objected to Afternoon, 4:00: Tea and bridge in
"the proliferation of language dc- Bates, Freeman, McAfee; 4:15 Film
MIT," the plan showed widely-based partmcnls." In response. Mr. Galand Society "Knife in the Water" In Pen-
support, of the French department ennumer- dlelon; <i : 3o Prlneelon Universlly Do-
With the realization of the impll- a'«l reasons for Ihe departments' bale "Should Wclleslcy College be Co-
cations for the undergraduate col- view that a larger grouping would edticnllonal?" In Jewclt.
lege, Council debate centered on uc unwise. Evening, 7:30: Film Society movie;
Wellesley's expanding M.A. pro- Just prior to the 6:00 adjournment 8:00 "Pomeroy and the Arts" party
grams. Members of the art, French, bell, Mrs. Haring of philosophy in- P°n,eroy.
biological sciences, and chemistry de- traduced a revised resolution of a SATURDAY
partments voiced support for plans statement submitted last year by Morning. 11:00: Slides of Wellesley
In their fields, while Mr. Denbeaux Mrs. Guernsey of physics. Discus- College Theater productions will be
expressed concern that interest was sion of the proposal against all das- shown in Jewett corridor,
lacking in departments housed in slOed research on campus will con- Evening, 8:00: Mixer in Alumnae
Tlx Good 71 and Petar O. Harrli, MIT '6» proba th„ Mura of tfca .inolo-
collage.
tax
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Miss Padykula of biology suggested
that in addition to oflering an M.A.
while most schools opt only for Ph.D.
candidates, graduates could prove
useful lab and teaching assistants for
the undergraduate courses. The art
department could benefit in a like
manner, said Mrs. Lillian Anderson.
A provision that men be admitted
to the graduate program provoked
varied responses, with Mr. Goldman
of economics asserting that this could
be a means for moving into coedu-
cation "backwards." Mrs. Lefkowitz,
presenting the measures for the Cur-
riculum Committee, then pointed out
that men are on campus already
with MIT cross-registration.
On the Issue of Men
Reminding Council that the M.A
program was not slated for Institu-
tion, if approved, until fall 1970, as-
sodate professor of history Kathryn
Preyer cited next year's commission
on coeducation as dealing with that
problem.
On the less conlroverslal topic of
conllnulng education, Mrs. Lefkowitz
expressed the Curriculum Commit-
tee's view that "Wellesley could pro-
vide a real educational service In
this geographical area," a- a sub-
urban campus. The program would
allow qualified women who had left
linue at the next meeting. Hall.
by Sue Wing '71
Tim Wellesley Club* of New Jor-
kp.V nnd tho MIT Club of Northern
New .Jersey rordlally Invito you to
n JOINT DINNER HAPPENING In
recognition of tho cooperative cdu-
entlonnl venture undertaken by
Wellesley College and the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology. —
"WHAT IS THE FUTURE OF" THE
SINGLE SBX COLLEGE?" — This
New Image-Maker Moves In
by Mary Entcrllno 70
"I like new things ... I think
higher education Is where It's at to-
day, where the barricades are. If I
can help In any way to make an in-
stitution responsive to the new kind
of spirit on campus, I'd like to very
much." explained Mrs. Suzanne
Gordon, new director of publicity,
when asked why she came to Well-
esley.
Until July 1 Mrs. Gordon will be
at Wellesley on a part-time basis
because she will continue as spedal
assistant to the president of Federal
City College, a new public university
in Washington, D.C., which opened
last September with 2400 freshmen.
Calling her work there "a fascinating
and great experience," Mrs. Gordon
noted, "How lucky I am. How many
people have the opportunity to help
start a college?" She had lobbied In
Congress for the creation of this col-
lege because "Ihe people of Wash-
inglon hnd never had the opportunity
for public higher education."
Wellesley "Exciting"
Noting, "Wellesley enn be a very
exciting place .
.
. perhaps it tukes
tin outsider to see it," Mrs. Gordon
pointed to the many issues bdng de-
bated on campus "like co-education
and the opening of Wellesley to more
kinds of people who would not neces-
sarily have applied before and who
will, of course, enrich the life on
campus."
'The only reason for this office's
being is to serve the College, the
students," she emphasized. "I hope
students come In for help, for ex-
ample, on how to have something
publidzcd." Expressing a desire for
suggestions toward Improvement,
she stated, "If anything should be
done, please tell me; the door to the
office is always open."
Helped Set Up Pence Corps
A graduate of Black Mountain
College, Harvard Graduate School,
nnd the Radcliffe Management Pro-
gram, Mrs. Gordon originally moved
lo Washington in 1061 to become a
member of the original task force
lo set up the Peace Corps. From
19GI to 1902 as consultant to the
selccllon division In developing meth-
ods of identifying, evaluating, nnd se-
lecting Peace Corps volunteers, she
Initiated and conducted psyelwlogical
research on the phases of the selec-
tion process.
As associate research scientist at
Ihe American Institute for Research
from 1962 to 1963, she served as study
director for a research project con-
cerned with motivation of Peace
Corps volunteers and success predic-
tion. Participating in a study of qual-
ifications needed for key A.I.D. po-
sitions, she conducted intensive in-
terviews in the United States Arab
Republic and Ethiopia during the sum-
mer of 1963.
Work with Peoplo
Mrs. Gordon then assumed the
position of special assistant to the
dean of education at George Wash-
ington University where she was re-
sponsible for designing programs
through which the university could
offer greater service to many Wash-
ington communities and for promo-
ling more Involvement of community
members in nffnlrs and programs
ol Ihe University.
"When legislation passed to estab-
lish OEO, I cliose to work at Ihe lo-
cal level so that I'd have more op-
portunity to work with people." Mrs.
Gordon commented in regard to her
(Continued on I'nge 7)
program will give you an oppor-
tunity to meet with undergraduates
and nsk questions regarding the en-
opcratlvo program, the new univer-
sity structure nnd the "gaplnsh"
existing on many campuses today.
You will find It fun nnd informative.
Bring "mate or date." Reservations
received by March Z\ will be elig-
ible for a door prize.
fn answer to this Invitation, nearly
two hundred New Jersey residents
come Fri., Mar. 28 to Stoufler's al
Ihe Mall in Short Hills. N.J. to hear
a pand discussion moderated by
Richard M. Douglas, professor of
history and head of Uic department
of humanities at MIT and Plrillip
Phibbs, Wellesley executive vice-
president; Sandy Harlow '69. Alan
Goldberg 70, and Peter Q. Harris
•69 from MIT. and Tiz Good 71.
Betsy Goehner 70, and Sue Wing 71
from Wellesley were the undergrad-
uate panel members.
Appraisal of Educntlon
"This notion of an exchange, a
cross-regislration. belween MIT and
Wellesley began as a quiet and
secret conspiracy on Memorial Drive
In Cambridge." Mr. Douglas opened
the discussion, asking "what each
of these students regards to be a
direction of interest or significant
or noticeable change on her cam-
pus or his in recent years." Treat-
'ng the MIT-Wcllesley program only
briefly, the panel members ex-
panded their discussion into n
b?cnder appraisal of current edu-
cational questions. Excerpts follow:
Mr. Douglas: 1 think we could see
a contradiction in purpose as we
talked to people on each side o(
Rcutc 128; the girls
. . . would say.
"I'm tired of the convent atmos-
(Continued on Page 5)
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Intellectual Intercourse
Dartmouth did it. Princeton did it Yale did it first,
and with overwhelming results. But now that Wellesley
will sponsor five days of coeducation next week, hardly any-
one seems to care.
Despite its popularity among the Ivy League and its
seeming lack of appeal to Wellesley students, the idea of a
Coed Week is not so old that it can't have an important im-
pact on Wellesley. Furthermore, the fact remains that
complete coeducation has not yet been tried here. Coed
Week will mean having men in all our classes, every day —
a far cry from the few scattered MIT faces presently seen
on campus. More importantly, perhaps, it will mean having
men in our living rooms and In our dining rooms, with the
opportunity for informal discussions and casual friendships
to develop. And Coed Week will bring many special events
to Wellesley (see story, p. 1) to the advantage of every mem-
ber of the college community.
Nobody is pretending that Coed Week will be an exact
simulation to Wellesley as a coed school. But News urges
everyone to participate in the wide variety of activities the
week will offer, and 1o allow the experience to prompt some
serious thinking about what a Wellesley education should be.
Better Than Number I
Relevance. Structure. Content. Intellectual vigor. Com-
munication. Community. Coeducation. These concepts be-
came something more than worn-out words and tired rhetor-
ic in Waban II, a "vehicle for the concrete analysis of educa-
tion at Wellesley College." The magazine is an admirable
search for definition of a lilberal arts education at Wellesley.
News commends Nancy Scheibner and the editorial board for
collecting ideas, impressions, and reflections which may
serve as focal points for further discussion on educational
evaluation and reform.
The spectrum of topics and opinions is wide. Wnban II
includes the eloquent, the crass; the Inspiring, the vapid; the
hopeful, the despairing. The statements followed by responses
were most effective interchanges of Ideas. Now* urges fur-
ther meaningful dialogue. Vague statements and criticisms
of Wellesley's Tree Day image without reasoning and analy-
sis are insufficient. News hopes that members of the col-
lege community will read the magazine despite technical im-
perfections in layout and printing which make reading diffi-
cult.
If Waban II has enlarged our ideas and fertilized our
imaginations, it has served its purpose. But Its pages do not
tell what Wellesley is or can be. Translating rhetoric Into
reality is what one must come to grips with when Wnhan II
is laid aside. Yet Waban II represents an attempt to Inte-
grate action and thoughtful discussion.




Your editorial "In Memoriam" in
the March 20 issue makes a most in-
teresting assertion: "Although the
speech by Robert Garis, professor
fsic] of English, may have been a
good classroom lecture, the vast ma-
jority of the College community
who slaved away from convocation
must have formd [bold face mine]
Ihc 'Relevance of Isben" Irrelevant."
But if they didn't come, how could
Ihey find? Your term "found" im-
plies a process of investigation,
analysis, and deduction; In standard
English your editorial should have
rend "assumed." Your language
says somelhlng about the undergrad-
uate stnte of mind that Is reminiscent
of Plnlo's description of the inmates
of the cave In Republic VII 517a, who
were content with "life" as they saw
it and their own system of values,
and were accordingly violently un-





Plans are now getting under way for
meeting the class of 1973 and you
soon-to-become sophomores can play
an active part In Freshmnn Orienta-
tion Week.
An Ask-Me's Job In vrry Importnnt
hecniwe slid set* llio tone of Welles-
ley life for Hip Incoming freshmnn.
As guides, bellhops, nnd Just experi-
enced Wellesley students, you will be
greatly appreciated by all during the
first hectic hours and days. Meet-
ing and assisting the girls of the new
freshman class Is great I Being the
most recent freshmen, you can best
remember the concerns the** girls
might have,
If ynu would like to become nn Ask-
Me sign up In your dorm by Friday,
April 11. Those chosen as Ask-Me's
will be notified by the end of April.
If you have any questions, please ask
me.
Kim Hamilton,
Head of Ask-Me's '69
Ed. Note: The following letter was
submitted by Miss Avitnblle with this
comment: "The letter was prompted
by some remarks made by Mr. Mar-
shall Goldman at tho meeting of Aca-
demic Council on March 20. I be-
lieve It Ls of Interest to the College
community as a whole."
Open Letter to Mr. Goldman:
On the occasion of the vote on the
Russian major in Academic Council
you Indicated, if I understand cor-
rectly, concern over the proliferation
of small departments offering majors
and the wish that there were more
literature courses in translation. In
regard to the first question you sug-
gested some kind of administrative
grouping of the language and liter-
ature departments. As Mr. Galand
said, the foreign language depart-
ment chairmen had already discus-
sed this possibility and rejected it
precisely because the languages are
different and therefore the formal
union of the departments would not
solve the basic differences and In-
dividual problems of the several
departments. They saw no real ad-
vantages In such a grouping. The
chairmen favored the present loose
end Informal consultations among de-
partment chairmen (to which others
are invited when occasion demands
It) to discuss common problems and
seek ways lo collobrate In compar-
ative literature offerings and in other
wny».
I think that It would be cosier at
present to group together In one ad-
mlnsrratlve unit all or several of the
social science departments than the
foreign language departments. Your
fields Interrelate end you all use the
English language In your teaching.
I realize that foreign language de-
partments, most of them small or
vr ry small, lend themselves to being
criticized on the grounds primarily
of their smallness. Larger depart-
ments consider them a stumbling
block or a nuisance since small de-
partments could easily be wiped out
unless they were "protected" and
larger departments are asked to do
some of the "protecting."
I suggest that a liberal arts educa-
tion ls something more than a set of
consumer goods and that the law of
supply and demand should not deter-
mine what Is offered under Its aegis—
at least not in absolute terms. In
passing I note that even governments
establish protective tariffs. It seems
to me that our basic problem ls to
find the way to encourage students
to distribute themselves in a more
equitable manner among the various
departments and courses, possibly
through more objective and percep-
tive advising at all levels, and per-
haps by Instituting more flexible
types of majors. As you stated, you
may not want to learn Italian, hut
others may find a key to open n door
leading to Interesting places or a use-
ful pursuit In gaining a better and
deeper understanding of so-called
western civilization. If I am not mis-
taken, the notions governing business
enterprises were first devised and
used by Italian bankers and merch-
ants in the Middle Ages.
Unless you wish to remove foreign
languages and literatures from the
curriculum, the problem Is not so
much whether they should be lumped
together in an admlnstrative unit but
whether they should have an ad-
equate number of students to be ef-
fective collaborators In the enter-
prise of educating the students. Since
I have been at Wellesley (this Is my
seventeenth year) I have tried (obvi-
ously most Ineffectively) to convince
colleagues and ofOcers of the admin-
istration that the problem of small
enrollments In Italian Is primarily a
college problem since, with very few
exceptions, students come to Welles-
ley without any training in the Italian
language and without any Idea that
things Italian are anything but pizza,
fashions end possibly the arias of a
few operas; for a few there Is the
memory of a pleasant summer trip
which Includes hazily remembered
visits to museums and churches. To-
day I feel that, In spite of my Inef-
fectiveness, I must continue to try
to convince my colleagues that the
problem of enrollments In all small
departments — not only Italian — Is
primarily a college, not a departmcn-
(Continued on page 8)
Facts in the Slums N(nv sPeak j^udw
Peterson Clarifies Inequities
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I.arniil: Tmdv llininrr 71
To the Editor:
As one who has been interested
In the Cambridge political scene from
time lo time. I would like to correct
nl least some of the misinformation
Hint your renders may have picked
up as u result of your nrllcle on Cam-
bridge "Slumlords" In the March 20
Issue.
Most members of the City Council
are not "landlords or businessmen."
Two are Iwusowives and mothers; two
are practicing lawyers, one of whom
leaches at a local law school; an-
other Is an MIT professor of history;
and still another Is an employee of
llic Cominomvenllh. That leaves only
Hiree mil of nine to be classified as
"landlords or businessmen."
Chapter 43 Section 40 of the Mas-
sachusetts General Laws requires the
City Council to place an Initiative pe-
tition on the ballot if it Is properly
drawn and has the required number
of signatures. It Is not necessary to
unllp (he people and demand enforce-
ment by demons trat Ions, unless, of
course, a majority of the voters re-
ject the petition.
No mention was made of the force-
ful leadership which the City Coun-
cil, unanimously, has displayed In
fighting the horrendous Inner Belt
To say that the City has not op-
posed unbridled purchasing of prop-
erty by the universities Is to Ignore
completely what Irnn.tplres at almost
every weekly meeting of the City
Council, as any vice president of Har-
vard or MIT will tell you.
Regardless of the overall merit of
the Peace and Freedom Campaign
(and there is no doubt that they are
focusing with others upon some of
the worst abuses of the landlord sys-
tem) they ultimately do themselves
lllllo good by spraying Ihelr shots In
all directions In order lo promote
coiifronlollons. Nor, may I respect-
fully suggest, docs News help lis
readers by printing as fact what is in
reality a political tract.
Sincerely yours,
Mint r-eflmu'llT
by Norman R. Petersen, Jr.
AKxlKtant Professor of Religion and
Biblical BtodJen
In the article on tenure In the
Mar. 20, 1D69, edition of the Welles-
ley News I was misquoted In such a
way as to do a disservice to my
department. In tho process, the point
I was trying to make was also total-
ly lost. Since this point was picked
up neither In the article not the re-
lated editorial ("Security Guards"),
a double clarification Is in order.
The article quoted me as saying:
"I would like to see the tenure policy
democratized by allowing junior fac-
ully some say In what courses are
offered by the department, which ls
presently largely determined by the
interests of the senior faculty mem-
bers."
While I am admittedly not incapa-
ble of such garbled thinking I did
feel thai I was rather lucid about
the point to which this quote refers.
Suffice II to say that In the religion
department all full-time members of
the department, in their second year
at Ihc college and thereafter, vote
on matters of curriculum, as well as
In the election of their chairman —
as required by college legislation.
On the other hand, the Interviewer
was not terribly far off base Insofar
as the tenured faculty are In charge
of slatting specific courses You may
vole a course Into your curriculum,
but the small committee has to staff
it before It becomes a reality. But
this was only one aspect of the prob-
lem dealt with in the telephone Inter-
view, namely the relation between
tenure and the small committee sys-
tem.
If I sec It correctly, the major
[ n-hleui (lmfronlcd by junior faculty
nml sliidcnls alike Is not tenure as
such, hill rather the small committee
system. For it is the small commit-
tee which has the major role in Wr-
ing, firing and promoting, and the
sole power In the stalling of courses.
,
.•!> legislation gives Ihe smnll
committees only a power to rec-
ommend In matters of hiring, firing
and promotion, their recommenda-
tions are almost uniformly acceded
to by the Appointments Committee
and Ihe President — who have form-
al authority. There is, as It were,
a sacred privilege of autonomy which
Ihc Appointments Committee and
President have traditionally granted
to the small committees, or which
the small committees Irave claimed
for themselves. I really don't know
which came first, but that the priv-
ilege exists is hard to dispute.
What I was trying to suggest In
Ihe Jnlcrview with News was lint
the small committee system should
be abolished and that the power now
given to tenured faculty and their
small annrnittees should be democra-
tized, ie., all fulltime members of
the faculty (with wnatever qualifi-
cations as to time in the college or
degrees council may wish to make)
should be empowered or enabled to
vote on matters of hiring, firing,
promotion and staffing of courses
with a department. The results of
such voting would then proceed ac-
cording to existing channels, namely
to the committees of academic coun-
cil on appointments (including pro-
motion) and curriculum, and to the
President. I agree with News that
the appointments committee should
be strengthened considerably and ex-
panded.
What I am questioning, therefore,
is the relationship of power to ten-
ure, not the notion of tenure itself
— which I take to be a reasonable
award of job security for responsi-
ble seniority — nor the so-called fifty
per cent rule, when it is employed
with a view to the health of the
curriculum as a whole.
In raising this question I have in
mind the current deliberations of the
structural revision committee, which
is capable of recommending such a
change in the tenure-small committee
fCnntlniind <» I'nci- 71
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Students Must Choose, Vote for Commission Reps
by Joan Lister '71
Most of us, whether we came to
WeUesley because it Is a women's
college or despite that fact, came
In search of a stimulating, Intellec-
tually alive community. The Welles-
ley Commission Is an opportunity for
all segments of the college to study in
depth the ways that WeUesley can
best realize its potential for providing
uniquely qualified students, In any
sense of the expression, with an ex-
citing educational experience.
WeUesley has defined itself as a
relatively small, academically ex-
cellent liberal arts college for women.
As I understand It, the purpose of the
Commission Is to examine the future
desirability of this definition with re-
gard to both theoretical and practical
considerations. A primary focus will
be the Issue of co-education. I am
sympathetic to the Idea of a co-cduca-
lional WeUesley, although I feel that
all possibilities need to be much more
thoroughly explored before any intelli-
gent decision can be reached. Equal-
ly Important Is the question of what
a WeUesley education should encom-
pass, how liberal a liberal arts pro-
gram should be.
To make this Commission meaning-
ful requires individuals willing to
give it time, determination, and Im-
agination. I am.
school preparation. There could be
more chance for field work, case
studies, and novel learning experi-
ences for credit.
Increased faculty-student-admlms-
i mi inn communication, less apathy
on the part of the students, a renewed
faith and interest In the educational
experience — all are Imperative If
WeUesley Is going to continue to at-
tract committed and stimulated stu-
dents
The WeUesley Commission Is not
the Coeducational Commission.
Rather it Is a body designated to
study what Is best for the future of
WeUesley. It must establish a goal
that is both economically and tem-
porally feasible. Then a concrete
plan must be formulated and put in-
to action, soon, so that five years
from now, what Is an Ideal Is a fact.
wlU work to realize the full implica-
tions for the critical evaluation and
Improvement of WeUesley which the
commission represents.
by Clare Mankowsld "72
In the past the Image of WeUesley
lias been the picture of a "Haven"
where one can pursue her academic
desires whUe being free from the
distractions of men and social activ-
ities. For "fun" or entortnlnmont,
girls would go Into Boston — Into the
real world.
Now there Is a reason to consider
seriously changing this image. Many
more women — and many WeUesley
graduates — are going into occupa-
tions that were once held by men.
People are simply becoming more
aware of the world. In either case,
the viewpoints of the other half of
society are not being incorporated Into
our sheltered learning experience.
However desirable coeducation
may be, there are problems which
this commission was created to con-
sider. I feel I may be of service fn
analyzing both the problems and the
advantages.
by Louise Bedteheek '72
I feel that WeUesley cannot main-
tain its traditional standard of excell-
ence without making changes In Its
policies. The Commission's Job, as I
see it, wiU be to help WeUesley adapt
to a world that has changed radically
even In the past decade. The Com-
mission will have to redefine nn "ex-
cellent education" and to consider
the possibilities for Improving the
quality of the WeUesley education.
Chief among these possibilities, I
feel, will be co-education. Increased
diversity of the student body, and
greater academic and social freedom.
I do not advocate Immediate adop-
tion of any of these policies, hut I
Ihlnk they are the most vital Issues
for the Commission to consider.
by Ellon Kaufman '71
Today, more than ever before, op-
portunities for the superior education
In a coed setting are avaUable to the
kind of a girl WeUesley has always
attracted. The many students who
ere attempting to transfer are high-
ly aware of this the Institution too
must admit It frankly.
Does survival In the academic
world require coeducation? My feel-
ings are mixed. I believe that the
valuable and unique aspects of WeU-
esley's personality should not be dis-
carded simply to go along with the
wind of the times. But If the women's
college Is no longer functional, sen-
timentality should not be allowed to
stand in the way of constructive
change.
If coeducation is necessary, what
kind? — I am not sure. I do not feel
that the exchange program with MIT
or programs of one semester trans-
fers really confront the Issue Per-
haps on-enmpus coeducation despite
the problems It will entail, may be
the answer.
But I cannot offer a panacea;
neither the Commission nor coeduca-
tion can solve all the problems. What
the Commission can — and must —
do Is to combine the need for coed-
ucation with nn awareness of Welles-
ley's unique qualities, In nn attempt
lit produce llie most viable plnn for
the WeUesley of lodny.
advantages of a separate education
must be assessed In educational as
well as financial terms to determine
Its present and future relevance.
Docs the present WeUesley environ-
ment offer the best experience pos-
sible for Its facilities, and, in fifteen
years, what quality of students, fac-
ulty, and performance will the Insti-
tution be able to command? Such
long range considerations, determin-
ing Wellesley's character weU after
her present students have graduated,
require objective cooperation .Stu-
dent collaboration can contribute a
unique perspective for evaluating the
relevance of the present system,
comparing It with other Institutions
and projecting this to future classes
at WeUesley. I would Uke to help
represent this perspective, promising
an awareness and respect for the
wlwle range of student opinion, offer-
ing my own experience here, at a
coed public high school, and at both
coed and girls' camps, and my sin-
cere concern and commitment to
Wellesley's future.
the surrounding area. These I con-
sider vital to an education based on
the opportunity for a wide variety
of experiences as weU as academics.
The pros ond cons of coeducation
are many, and questions such as,
"Can education on an ell-women's
campus be relevant?" and "Is co-
education a fad?" must be answered.
It may be that a massive program of
coordination with men's colleges and
universities Is the solution. I don't
know — that's one problem the Com-
mission wiU analyze.. However, it's
not by any means the only one.
There are important social issues
— like racism — on which WeUesley
as a coUege must have the guts to
take an active stand. The recruit-
ment of black students and the es-
tablishment of courses In black cul-
ture are good, but only a beginning.
Of equal Importance is the relation-
ship of the coUege to Boston. To
function efficiently once out of col-
lege students should be aware of the
problems In education, housing, jobs,
etc., which face much of society,
and awareness is best fostered by di-
rect contact
by Geneva Overbolscr TO
At a time when change comes so
rapidly and often so violently, WeU-
esley has been fortunate enough to
meet the need and respond to many
areas of change effectively. Adjust-
ments such as those on which the
SRC Is currently working have effec-
ted sweeping difference m both social
and academic life at WeUesley. But
p. look at the future demands a broad-
er examination and evaluation of the
education which WeUesley offers.
Will the present standards and em-
phasis enable WeUesley to stay on
top and continue to offer a much-
sought-after experience? Or do we
need to look In new directions, find
new emphases, to grow with the
times? As more schools turn to co-
education, win WeUesley remain ef-
fective as a woman's college? If we
go coed, will a position as a small,
coed, liberal arts coUege In suburban
Boston be sufficiently attractive? Or
do we need to look toward a new
uniqueness, special qualities which
will continue to attract the top facul-
ty and students the college now can
claim?
Increased coordination, with MIT
and other schools, may entice stu-
dents who want flexibility and fac-
ulty who want research fad 11 ties
But how much should there be, how
would this be carried out, and wiU
coordination alone serve the purpose
of expanding Wellesley's offerings?
These questions and many others
must be answered to insure the pro-
ductive future of WeUesley. The
commission Is of the utmost Impor-
tance, It should he a meaningful
experience, and I would like to be a
part of It.
by I*e Floirrnny '71
It seems vitally Important to me that
WeUesley promptly and carefully con-
sider the role coeducation should
play In its future in terms of the
effect coeducation might have on the
present WeUesley experience. For
the past month, I hnve worked on nn
nd hoc committee's writing of n poll
planned, before the commission's es-
tablishment, to Increase the exchnnge
of Ideas on coeducation among stu-
dents, faculty and administration.
Work for this poll has given me an
awareness of some of the relevant
questions. The benefits of having
men on campus could easily be eval-
uated from the experiences of schools
with a long history of coeducation.
At the same time. I think It necessary
to deal with problems such as oUier
potential financial priorities (e.g.
more scholarships, increased faculty
salaries), and attracting qualified
men without reducing the number of
high quality women's places. These
and other Issues tie the decision about
coeducation to the question of Welles-
ley's fundamental direction, and I
think coeducation must be considered
in such sweeping terms. An open
mind to alternatives Is Important —
2 way term transfers with a men's
Fchool might solve many problems.
A reasonably prompt study of an Is-
sue of this scope will mean Intensive
work, but I feel the decision Is cen-
tral to Wellesley's future.
by Itaehel Kurslmn '72
With many colleges now open to
women, single-sex schools are no
longer necessary so that women may
receive opportunities In education
equivalent to llwso provided for men.
Therefore, n most fundamental ques-
tion fnelng the newly formed com-
mission Is whether women have sig-
nificantly different needs from men,
which can best be met In a non-coed
school. Conversely, does the single-
sex college create an artiflclal and
unhealthy environment as prepara-
tion for Ufe after graduation? Are
women afraid to display their fullest
Intellectual capabilities In a class-
room wllh men, or do they supply
needed motivation ami Insight?
Would women feel more social pres-
sure If WeUesley were coed, espe-
cially considering its small size, or
would social Ufe be more natural
without the week versus weekend
dichotomy? The commission mem-
bers will hnve to examine a great
quantity of material, Including stu-
dent, faculty, alumnae, and appli-
cant polls, psychological and socio-
logical studies, and the reports of
colleges which have made the tran-
sition to coeducation. The study of
Wellesley's future as a women's col-
lege will also lead Into many related
ureas, such as the role of a liberal
arts college, Its relation to the com-
munity, and leadership within the
school. Because the commission's
conclusions will greatly Influence the
future of WeUesley College, every
step will have to be extensively, im-
partially, and accurately researched.
by Oarryl Lavltt -70
Our future Is what must be deter-
mined by Integrating student atti-
tudes and objective study. Since the
Commission will be doing the study,
I want to say now that what I think
would be the WeUesley education.
Since WeUesley Is not mass-pro-
ducing "professionals," It can have
the frccdnm to explore Intellectual
modes willed ran mnke the Intellec-
tual pers|Kvtlve relevant In n per-
sons! sense, not only an academic
one. Tills Implies our thinking does-
n't have to be traditional, but can
and should be experimental. Further-
more, we can have constructive dia-
logues in private or public meetings,
on classroom or campus Issues, with
members of the faculty nnd adminis-
tration.
Anollicr point, if (he most total
educational experience Includes a
variegated range of intellectual tex-
tures, there are certainly lots of
threads to weave into The Education-
al Experience in the Boston area.
And while we're talking about in-
corporating a range of perspectives
on educational experience — wouldn't
It make sense to Include the other
half of humanity In our range? Men
are often more courageous In a class-
room, not necessarily smarter; we
need the contagious vitality of men's
minds. And maybe we wouldn't lose
some of our best professors who
don't find one-sided atmosphere in-
vigorating.
Finally, as It stands, wanting to
live out of the Ivory tower in the
"real world" seven days a week In-
stead of two is a valid desire; I.e.
residency requirements need loosen-
ing. Learning doesn't stop when we
leave the campus.
by Elizabeth Rodman *71
Given WeUesley's present char-
acter: its physical structure, loca-
tion, reputation, faculty, student body
etc., where do Its greatest assets
lie? And given the society of today
ond the future, what philosophy wiU
best guide WeUesley In using these
assets to maximize her potential as
an educational Institution?
What I would bring to this Com-
mission, If elected, Is not a new Is-
sue or theory of education, but an
open mind and my best efforts to
comprehend the complexities and im-
plications of the issues involved. We
must not take refuge in the tradition-
al merely because it is easier and
more secure, nor in the modern be-
cause it is new and exciting. Decis-
ions must be based on sound educa-
tional values, which Involve the In-
dividual's opportunity to maximize
his own potential for development.
LOWER THE VOTING AGE?
The National Youth Mobiliza-
tion Conference on lowering the
voting age to eighteen years, will
take place In Washington, D.C.,
on Monday, April 21, and Tues-
day, April 22. The Youth and
College Division of the NAACP
will serve as sponsor and host
of this Conference, with other
groups, such as the Youth Fran-
chise Coalition, cooperating.
Anyone Interested in attending
this conference should contact
Plxle Loom Is '70 In Shafer as
soon as possible for more Infor-
mation.
by Page Talbort "72
Perhaps the most Important aspir-
ation of WeUesley CoUege should be
greater flexibility. This might mean
acceptance of credits from other col-
leges and an Increased exchange pro-
gram with Institutions In the U.S. nnd
abroad. It could mean an optional
five year program for those students
with high potentinl and poor high
by Barbara Gilbert "71
Coeducation at WeUesley demands
Expert Repairs
by Kyln Cohen '72
The main purpose of the Commis-
sion to study Wellesley's future should
be to redefine and examine the goals
of a WeUesley education, and to In-
vestigate how they may be effective-
ly implemented. The Commission
must 1) state clearly the philosophy
behind a WeUesley education. 2) eval-
uate all aspects of the WeUesley ex-
perience and 3) suggest constructive serious consideration. The costs and
changes. Many questions must be
considered. For example, should
th'ere be a change in decision-making
procedure at WeUesley? Is coeduca-
tion desirable? Should more Intense
relationships with surrounding com-
munities be sought? Is the gracious
living approach to college a valid
one?
Briefly, I favor coeducation. In-
creased flexibility of curriculum,
greater student and faculty repswi-
sibility In decision-making and great- 4
er realism in the college environ-
nrent These views have been pre-
serried to Indicate the general bent
of my thinking, but they must be
placed In proper perspective. The
commission Is basically an Investi-
gatory one. Tt must serve as a sound-
ing board for all Ideas and outlooks,
and It Is essential that Its activities
not become lost to the view of the col-
lege community. If I am elected I
by Anno Davies Tt
I think the purpose of the Com-
mission should be to Investigate the
relationship of the coUege to the
society in which it must prepare its
students to function. The three maj-
or Issues I would want to examine
are coeducation (or coordination, as
the case may be), diversity (econ-
omic as well as racial) in the stu-
dent body, and the Involvement of
college and students In Boston and
DANFORTH FELLOWSHIP
Frances Ferguson '69 has >von
a Danforth Graduate Fellowship
tor advanced study for the PhJ).
degree, according to a recent an-
nouncement from tho Danforth
Foundation of St. Louis, Mo.
The Fellowship provides tuition
and living expenses for four
years of .study In preparation for
a career of college teaching. An
English major, Francle was one
of 11S Fellowship winners In a
field of more than 1900 college
seniors throughout the United
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College Promotes 12 Faculty Faculty To Pursue Interests
Edit. Note: The following Is a March
20 release from the Publicity Office.
Twelve promotions on the Welles-
ley College faculty have been an-
nounced by Ruth M. Adams, presi-
dent of the College, effective In
September 1969.
Promoted to full professor In the
physical education department was
Betty Spears. Named associate pro-
fessors were Ella Pacaluyko, Rus-
sian; Roger Johnson, religion and
Biblical studies; Owen Jander, mu-
sic; Dorothea Widmayer, biological
sciences; Mrs. Alan L. Lefkowitz and
Katherine Geffcken, Greek and Lat-
in; and James Lochlin, chemistry.
All are residents of Wellesley except
Mrs. Lefkowitz who lives in Cam-
bridge.
Promoted to assistant professor
were: Wellesley resident, Clifford J.
Green and Harold Y. Vanderpool, re-
ligion and Biblical studies; Mrs. Ed-
ward B. Allen and Mrs. George C.
Yang, biological sciences, who live
in Somcrville and Wayland respec-
tively.
Miss Spears is a specialist in aqua-
tics and is currently engaged in re-
search which includes an analysis of
the breathing cycle in swimming.
She is co-author of Fundamentals of
Synchronized Swimming and Aquatic
Handbook and contributing author to
Water Fun for Everyone. She Is sec-
retary of the National Association of
Physical Education of College Wo-
men and past president of lis Enst-
em Association. A graduate of Pur-
due University, she holds (he M.S.
degree from Wellesley and the Ph.D
from New York University.
Miss Pacaluyko's field of interest
is the history of Russian language
and its verbal aspects. She received
Wellesley's Huber Award for the year
1968-69 and is conducting research on
Esentn's Imagery and translation of
Elena Guro's prose. She spent the
year 1963-64 on a U.S.-U.S.S.R. gov-
ernment exchange where her work
included a detailed study of the lin-
guistic machines developed by the
Russians. A graduate of Cornell Uni-
versity, Miss Pacaiuyko earned her
M.A. from Radclifle and the Ph.D.
from Harvard University.
Roger Johnson, who is teaching at
Chung Chi College, a part of the
Chinese University of Hong Kong,
for the current academic year, is
the second member of the faculty to
be appointed to the post by the Wel-
lesley Ycnching Committee. A spe-
cialist in the field of contemporary
theology, Mr. Johnson received his
A.B. from Northwestern University,
his B.D. from Yale Divinity School,
and his Th.D. degree from Harvard
Divinity School. With Mr. Johnson In
Hong Kong are his wife and three
children.
Owen Jander is the author of a re-
cently published teaching anthology,
Music of the Classical Era: Twenty
Examples for Analysis. He is a spe-
cialist in Italian Music, particularly
the cantata of the Baroque era. Since
1963, Mr. Jander has served as di-
rector of The Wellesley Edition,
which includes Tho Italian Cantata
and the Cantata Index Series, 10 vol-
umes of which have been published
under his supervision. For this work
he received a Guggenheim Fellow-
ship In 1966-67, and travelled exten-
sively throughout Europe, examining
manuscripts in numerous music li-
braries. A graduate of the Univer-
sity of Virginia, Mr. Jander re-
ceived his M.A. and Ph.D. degrees
from Hnrvnrd where he wns n teach-
ing fellow In the department of mu-
sic liefnro coming to Wellesley.
Dorothea Widmayer R|iocliill/oa In
the genetics of microorganisms and
most recently has been engaged in
the study of mutations In cytoplas-
mic symbionts in Paramecium. On a
National Science Faculty Fellowship
in 1966-67 she studied nt the Institute
of Animal Genetics in Edinburgh,
Scotland, and was a Nnllnnal Insti-
tute of Health Trainee at the Marine
Biological Lnlmralory, Woods Hole,
during the summer of 1966. She
earned her B.S. and M.S. degrees nt
Wellesley College and her Ph.D. from
Indiana University.
Mrs. Lefkowitz has concentrated
on Pindar and Bacchylides and Is
continuing her research on these two
poets. She Is also engaged in the
translation of Latin plays never be-
fore published. Mrs. Lefkowitz was a
Woodrow Wilson Fellow following her
graduation from Wellesley In 1957
and earned her M.A. and Ph.D.
degrees from Radcliffe.
Miss Geffcken is a scholar of Latin
poetry of the first century B.C. and
at present is continuing a study on
Propertius, begun in 1964. Under a
Fulbrlght grant and a Rome Prize
Fellowship she spent the year 1954-
55 at the American Academy in
Rome. Miss Geffcken is New Eng-
land editor of the Classical Journal.
A graduate of Agnes Scott College,
she holds the M.A. and Ph.D. de-
grees from Bryn Mawr.
James H. Lochlin, a specialist in
physical chemistry, served last sum-
mer as a participant in the NSF Un-
dergraduate Research Program at
Wellesley, and the previous year was
director of a NSF Equipment Grant
for X-Rny Diffraction Facilities. He
has served as a NSF visiting scien-
tist to area schools and as a Judce
for the Massachusetts Slate Science
Fair. A graduate of the College of
Wooster, he earned his Ph.D. degree
from MIT.
Clifford J. Green received a 1968-
69 Huber Aword from Wellesley for
work on unpublished Rnnhnrffcr ma-
terials In Germany. A s|ieclall«l In
mvhIciiiIc theology, his current re
Henifh roiHTriM sodality nnd Iran
scoii.lnneo In the (liilslology of [)|p,.
rich Ronhocffcr. A native of Austra-
lia, Mr. Green received his B.A.
from Sydney University, and his B.D.
and S.T.M. degrees from Union The-
ological Seminary.
Harold Y. Vanderpool has special-
ized In the American religious Intel-
leclual history of tho lallcr part of
Hie mill century nnd Is continuing
research In this nrcn. Ills articles
hflve appeared In tho North Atlantic
Christian and The Twentieth Ccntnry
Christian. He has held a Harvard
University Fellowship and two Huber
(Continued on Page 7)
UnderNew Early Leave Policy
The trustees of Wellesley College
have granted early leaves to five
members of the faculty for the aca-
demic year 1969-70, in accordance
with Wellesley's policy of making
leaves available to younger teachers
before they are eligible for sabbati-
cal leave.
They are assistant professors Lilian
A. Anderson, art; Ann Conglcton, phi-
losophy; Barry Phillips, English;
James H. Lochlin, whose promotion
to assistant professor is effective,
September 1969, chemistry; and res-
ident artist, James W. Rayen.
Mrs. Anderson, whose field of spe-
cialization is 15th century Italian
Renaissance art, will pursue a study
of the stylistic and Iconographlc
sources of a school of miniaturists ac-
tive in Venice and Padua in the
1470's. Her research will take her to
Venice and to Paris. In 1961-62 she
undertook research in Venice and
Northern Italy culminating in her
Ph.D. thesis at Columbia, The Paint-
ings and Drawings of Marco Zoppo
(MS3-M78).
Miss Cnnglclon will use her leave to
do research on the relationship be-
tween the New Left In politics and
developments in twentieth century
philosophy and theology, through a
comparison of Wittgenstein and Bon-
iKieffer. A graduate of Wellesley, she
ohlnlned tho M.A. nnd Ph.D degrees
from Vale University where her doc-
toral dissertation was on Splnozn and
Klcrkcgnnrtl, During the posl year
she supervised the volunteer office
crew of ten Wellesley students for
Boston City Councilor Thomas I. At-
kins.
Barry Phillips is a specialist in
Elizabethan and Jacobean drama,
but has also published articles on
American literature. He will go to
London to work on a book-length
study' of the structural relationship
between the various parts of a liter-
ary work, using novels, plays and
poems. He has been literary editor
of Tho Correspondent.
James Lochlin specializes in physi-
cal chemistry and will use his leave
to gain research experience in crys-
tallograpny. In October 1968 at a
meeting in Boston of the New Eng-
land Regional American Chemical
Society, he presented a paper on the
study of crystal structure of tetra-
ethysammonium bromide with 2 chlo-
roform solvent molecules on which
he is continuing research.
Artist-in-residence James W. Rayen
will devote the year exclusively to
painting both at home in Wellesley
and at his summer residence in
Truro. He is represented in the cur-
rent art show, Young New England
Painters, which opened at the Ring-
ling Museum in Sarasota. Florida
and is traveling to several other U.S
cities. In October, 1968, he held a
one-man show at the Eleanor Rigel-
haupt Gallery. Boston, and has been
In a group show Micro and at Welles-
ley College Museum. Before coming
to Wellesley in 1961 he lived for a
year in Rome, while holding an Ital-
ian Government Grant in painting.
Students PlanExpanded Libe;
Suggest Comfortable Facilities
NSF Aid Boosts Bio Research
Ed. note: Tho following Is a re-
lease from the Office of Publicity.
For the fourth year, the Nat-
ional Science Foundation has
awarded a grant to Miss Helen A.
Padykula, professor of biological
sciences. The grant will help fin-
ance the Undergraduate Research
Participation Program, a ten-week
summer session conducted by the
biology department. Six to eight
students and six faculty members
participate in the research pro-
gram,
"Each student becomes the as-
sociate of a faculty member 3nd
carries on her own project of study
and research independent of, but
in relation 'o, the ongoing research
program of the faculty member,"
said Miss Padykula. "Once a week
students and faculty come together
to discuss their work."
Students invited to enter the pro-
BIOLOGY LECTURE
Marilyn O. Farquhar, professor
of pathology In residence at tho
School of Medicine, University of
California, Son Francisco, will
deliver the first Helen Wendler
Deano biology lecture hero on
Wed., April 9 at 8 p.m. in Jcwett
Auditorium, rier talk Ls entitled
"Granulocytes: A Study of Cell
Differentiation." All ore Invited
Dr. Farquhar In an electro-
mlcroseoplst. In her tectum she
will discuss her recent Investiga-
tions on tho ultra structure on
differentiating while blood cells
which arc Important parts of tho
defense mechanisms of the body.
Tho late Dr. Dcane, whose name
tho lectureship bears, was n cy-
tologlst and hlstochcmist and a
graduato of Wellesley. Helen A.
Padykula, professor of biological
sciences will give a special Mb-
uto to Dr. Dcane. Dr. Padykula
was a student and research as-
sociate of the late scientist
gram are usually juniors majoring
in biological sciences or molecular
biology, but any undergraduate who
has the interest and enough scien-
tific background may apply. For
some, the research pn>gram is n
chance to inltlnte honors work for
the following academic year. The
participating student receives a
weekly stipend of S60. Upon com-
pletion of the summer's work she
writes a summary of her research
project for the National Science
Foundation.
A second grant has been award-
ed by the National Science Founda-
tion to Mrs. Jenn Harrison, assist-
ant professor of biological sciences.
The grant is for research entitled
"Auditory Physiology: Relation of
Hindbrain, Midbrain and Fore-
brain." It involves electro-physiolo-
gical recording from the brains of
pigeons.
Wellesley has received three NSF
ACTING WORKSHOP
An acting workshop will lie
sponsored by the Wellesley Col-
lego Theatre from April 6 through
Mny 4, meeting on Sunday nights
from 8:30 to 10:00, at Alumnae
Hall. Sessions, conducted by Paul
R. Rarstow, will be devoted pri-
marily to scene-study, with somo
exercises In huprovlsatlonnl tech-
niques, body movement and voice
projection. Scenes will ho pre-
pared and brought In to lw< por-
ter m o d for criticism by the
group.
The number who can bo In-
volved In the sessloas Is limited.
Those Interested should submit
their names to Mr. Ilarstow (here
or at 235-S80S). Participants will
lie. expected to ntlenil each ses-
sion and to lie ramlllar with (ho
scenes worked. Each participant
will bo expected to prepare at
least one scene for workshop
performance.
grants this year, totalling $69,000,
150 in funds for scientific research.
Miss Eleanor R. Webster, profes-
sor of chemistry, received an NSF
grant earlier this year for the Wel-
lesley Institute In Chemistry. In Its
f If tli year, the Institute offers wo-
men who graduated from college
five or more years ago with a ma-
jor or minor in chemistry a two-
year program of part-time study
leading to a master's degree.
To the extent that funds permit,
participants will be eligible for
free tuition nt Wellesley College
and for a tax-free stipend set In
terms of need up to $1500 for ench
academic year and $200 for the
summer program to help pay for
baby sitters, transportation, books
and supplies.
Miss Webster urges mature wo-
men, who are qualified for this pro-
gram, and who live within commut-
ing distance of Wellesley, to apply.
by Betsy Bowman '71
Students responded with details, in-
cluding maps of libraries they've en-
joyed, to the recent questionnaire
about ixjssiblc changes for Welles-
ley's library. Miss Helen M. Brown,
librarian, was very "grateful for the
Information" provided by tho 673 stu-
dents win relumed completed qucs-
llonnalres and found most of them
"thoughtful."
The present library building was
remodeled and enlarged in 1958. Last
fall. Hie library was asked by the
trustees to start planning another ex-
tension. It is estimated Ihat Ihree
years will lie given to planning and
Hint il will take another three years
to complete the building. This year,
Hie librarians arc sampling student
nnd faculty opinion on changes and
they will Uien draw up a set of sug-
gestions for architects. The extension
is scheduled for completion by the
fall of 1976. At that time it would be
difficult to shelve the library collec-
tion In tho present building. The col-
lodion now increases by about 10,000
volumes a year.
"Creature Comforts" Wanted
Criticism of the present building
by sludents emphasized noise, inade-
quate ventilation, overheating and
lack of comfort. Students most de-
sire: a place In the library for coffee,
coke, snacks; more comfortable
chairs; better heat and/or air con-
trol; carpeting (the last remodeling
took place before carpeting became
a practical floor covering); better
lighting; a lounge for reading with
no smoking permitted; and a lounge
area for reading with smoking per-
mitted; and a lounge area for con-
versation; drinking fountains and a
small room for group study. All of
these suggestions will be carefully
studied and included if possible In
the new buildup plan.
Other suggestions which arc not
dependent on a new building have
been or will be implemented soon.
For example, lighting in the Refer-
ence Room has been improved over
spring vacation. A typing cubicle on
the main floor has been painted
while to test the resulting increase
in light intensity. Improved lighting
in the Smith Room has been added,
to the list of summer projects.
Miss Brown also felt that some of
the library's facilities were not
known to all students. Tire Pope
Room provides a collection of poetry,
drama and other non-music record-
ings and tapes, with individual and
group listening facilities. Also, each
group of typing cubicles has a plug
available for electric typewriter use.
Freshman Writing Prizes
This year, for tho fifth time, tho
English Department will award
two prizes of }2S.OO each for fresh-
man writing.
Freshman Prose Award: Any
original ploco of prose, short or
long, i rlil. hi or purely Imagina-
tive, written for n morse or not. Is
eligible.
Froshninn Poetry Awnrd: Any
original poem or origlnnl transla-
tion of n poem Is eligible.
Entries should lie signed with n
pseudonym and nccompanlcd by a
sealed envelope containing tho an-
tlior's real name, with her pseu-
donym on the outside. Each entry
should state at (ho lop of Hie first
page the award for which It Is lo
lie considered. All entries must lie
received In 103 Founders by Mon-
day, April 21, 10G9.
Jewett Displays Photos as Art,
Surveys Photographic Visions
by Susan ncinemarm "70
"Photography is an art and it has
a history," asserts the current ex-
hibit In the Jewett corridor. Select-
ing Impressive exnmplos of nineteenth
century photography, tho display sur-
veys tho development of photographic
vision.
Numerous dagiierrotypes, tintypes
and ninbiYilypes reveal the nineteenth
century craving for portraiture, a de-
sire which photography could satisfy.
Tho richness of detail and of tonality
In daguorrotypes, along with Hie
strong presence of Hie siller, np-
poiilod lo Hie Inslc of Hie time and
led lo tho immense popularity of these
beautiful objects.
Art of Portraiture
Some of Hie earliest portraits on
display are calotypes by Hill and
Adamson. ReflecHng the taste for
Dutch seventeenth century art, these
photographs use a tonal vision. Strong
lights bring the faces out of the Rcm-
brandlesque shadows.
Julia Cameron also uses a paint-
erly approach to bring out the reality
of her sitters. Putting her camera
slightly out of focus, she gives her
portrait of Carlyle a feeling of life.
In contrast to the drama of Camer-
on's presentations, the images of the
Galerle des Contempornins represent
simple, direct confrontations. Strong
shapes give a sculptural definition to
the figures; details arc isolated to en-
hance the total construction.
Capturing Reality
Since photography originated with
the urge to record landscapes, the
(Continued on page 8)
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Wellesley-MIT Happening
Conlinnod from page 1)
phcrc and have a longing for the
real world, the world of concrete
and density and congestion" . . .
and the boys would say, "I'm tired
of the city; I want to see the trees;"
and one has the imagination of
these buses passing ..."
Betsy Oochncr: Taking courses at
MIT has to be seen In the context
of wanting to get oil the campus,
partly lo do things in Cambridge
and partly lo have a change . . .
Mr. Douglas: I'd like to pick up a
word .
.
. tliat involves the charac-
ter, quality and (he pace of chango
on these two campuses.
Quality of Chango
Betsy Gochncr: Students now want
lo be sure that the rules they are
abiding by, the things they are do-
ing with Iheir time are really what
Ihey consider meaningful.
Peter Harris: My background was
very unusual inasmuch as I went to
highly progressive schools before I
came to MIT. I never had anything
like grades or really rigid courses
so I was naturally very struck by
the educational process at MIT and
immediately became involved in
educational reform — correction,
maybe. In order to do this I had lo
go underground, wear coats and
lies ... I was used to blue jeans,
keep my hair a bit shorter than I
liked, and even not grow my bea-
uliful red beard that drove all the
girls wild .
. . However there is




Sand) Harlow: Somewhere in the
20 years or so before we went lo
college we did learn that education
is supposed lo do something ... we
can notice a turn toward activism
... at MIT the Social Service Com-




dents have begun to realize that
Ihey have a responsibility right now
for Ihe world in which Ihey live.
What About Standards?
Air. I'hlbbs: II seems to me that
standards al Wellcslcy have no(
changed, but I doled what I feel
is an anli-inlelleclual mood among
students these days, and I think
this takes Ihe form of trying to find
ways lo avoid Ihe rigors of an edu-
cation. I think Ihe social concern
which sludenls have is nil excellent
thing and a very lm|»rlunl thing,
but not when il becomes an excuse
for not doing Ihe rigorous ncademic
work thai one should be doing in
college
. . What kind of balance
is needed between concerns about
educational reform, social concerns,
and getting one's education?
.
. .




(Kd. nolo: The speaker wished lo
slrcss thai the preceding remurk
was designed largely lo provoke
discussion.
)
Mr. Douglas: (after audience ap-
plause had subsided) ... I think
it's imporfanl lo read this restless-
ness ... I don'l think we know yet
how properly to listen to these new
sounds ... I don't think tliis kind
ol phenomenon exists unless there
is sqme sort of "dls-ease" behind
it . . .
But Why?
Peter Harris: It boils down to the
fact that I want to know why I
should have to take a rigorous
course
. .
. I'm working on some
of the educational reforms, it's a
very tedious, very rigorous task . . .
Before we spend time memorizing
.
. . we'd like to know why, and
when faculty or administrators
won't give an answer, students balk.
Tii Good: I think the time element
Is important here. The sophomore
class invited the Trustees for dinner
... for them, we learned, two years
is a very short time, while for stu-
dents it's Italf of thoir college career.
8uo Wing: What Mr. Phibbs said
about a balance is part of the rea-
son why students are pressing
towards a more active involvement,
rather than in the opposite direc-
tion . . .
Opening the Dialogue
Mr. Douglas: I have scribbled down
a few words that seem to summar-
ize Ihe action words the students are
using
. . . "clioosing," with empha-
sis on active choice or commitment,
.
. . "challenging," asking for what
underlies a tradition of requirement
and prescription,
.
. . and "action,"
implying that one of the qualities of
restlessness has to do with . . . pas-
sivity which has gone along in Ihe
past perhaps with being a "good
student."
"I sense u kind of demand for
awareness of what lies hovond the
campus, and perdiaps thai bringB
us back to Ihosc Iwo buses — certain
curiosities of lives not lived, of
what exists beyond experiences al-
ready experienced. I don't think
we're really trying to propose a
polarity lielwccn rigor and sloppi-
ness; we are talking about
. . . u
generation Hint cures as deeply and
us anxiously and us profoundly
about what the process of education
amounts lo as any tliat has existed
. .
.
And some of that restlessness,
some of that frenzy, some of that
apocalyptic quality




Wclltssley Ah in: ... I think II
has lo lie uskcil Imw iiiiicIi mhiicoihj
who is currying on in Ihu i-ulkye
experience can see wluil he Is doing
in tiie proper context al Ilic time . . .




. we'll have lo take our
oducalion on failh .
. . ami you're
going lo be hard-pressed, those
days, lo find sludenls wIhi are will-





many factors, Ihe mosl obvious of
which is Hie Vietnam war, which
I think you'll llnd mosl students feel
was a royal botch on Ihe part of
these same people who are Irying to




Wellcsloy Alumna Z: I don't want to
souixj harsh, but how much care did
students here give lo clxxjslng the
college they wanted to attend, and
did they not know from talking to
advisers and being interviewed and
reading the catalogue what they
could expect, and when they got
there, did they not find what they
expected?
Sue Wing: Basically, no . . . The
first term of freshman year, espe-
cially, you'll find so many new
yrings and so many ways of looking
at life . 0 . It's a very mind-expand-
ing experience, and nothing you
ever read in a catloguc, — or even
it you went up for a tour and
talked to students there, which is
a closer approximation — nothing




MIT Alumnus: Well, personally, I'm
not over 35 ... I have several ob-
servations to make . .
.
when you
hire someone to educate you, you
want to make sure they know more
than you do, and I think the record
speaks for itself at both Wellesley
and MIT
. . . and what does "ac-
tive" mean? — I had some courses
lhat were prolly "active" . .
.
Suo Wing: I think "active" can
mean, very, very broadly, some-
thing apart from your courses; If
you somehow step back from your
courses it's a lot easier to see whore
you're going.
Peter Harris: One definition of ac-
tive education would be to contrast
II wllh It {Missive education whereby
a student goes and sils in a large
lecture hull for three one-liour ses-
sions a week copying down whatever
the Instructor says or puis on Ihe
board, spews it back on a final, and
lhat is the sum total of his educa-
tion
. . .
Wellcslcy Alumna 3: Almost daily
within Ihe IilsI year, we've heard
I luil dllTcrcnl colleges arc hemming
eooducullonal. II seems lo me lluit
Wellesley and MIT are linving their
cake and eating it, too
.
. .
Tlx Good: Many students feel that
the MIT program is not a substitute
for coeducation
. . . what they want
is a coeducational community
. . .
llolsy Gochncr: It does seem lo me
lhat coeducation should be wliole-
luilrlcd or iuH at nil; y ( ,n kl*W,
mil Jiisl III or 12 hull; noil Ihcru lor
people lo light over
. .
.
Phillip Phlbbi. executive vice-president, with Mn. Arthur V. Marshall. Wol-
loiloy '38.
Finding the Channels
MIT Alumnus 2: Many of us were
surprised and shocked about what
went on at Columbia a couple of
years ago . . . How has it alTeclcd
the two schools? . . . and is the
feeling tliat some morning we're
likely lo wake up and sec the head-
lines In (lie Times lhat the same




Sue Wing: I don'l know much nbout
MIT, but I just can't imagine
. . .
Ihe idea of "Students Take Over
B'Uings Hall" — it's just not prac-
tical ... I think Columbia made
people realize tliat change was in
Ihe air
. . . and made us sec tliat
if Ihe channels will not allow change
. .
we liave lo change the chan-
nels
. . .
Sandy Harlow: At MIT, I've found
lhat the administration is very
clever; they've found ways to Im-
mediately respond to student de-
mands in terms of sort of co-opting
Ihe lenders into Uic very adminis-
tration .structure Itself
. . Bui I
would iiol like to iiiHlercmpluisize
Ihu much more responsible lyjios of
ehunges I luil Ihey sec must be





Mr. Douglas: The president of the
MIT Alumnae Club, by a patient
count, discovered that of the 200
courses that were In the catalogue 10
years age, 50* have disappeared —
I think there is a certain advantage
in lliat kind of climate
. . . During
Ihe tenses! lime of the term last fall,
ir the three-week sanctuary, the ap-
perance of Dr. Wlesner, (Dr. Jerome
Wiesner, MIT provost — ed.) wear-
ing a slouchy old sweater at two
o'clock in the morning
. . . establish-
ed there a quality of trust ... a curi-
osity on the part of a provost
. .
.
ubout what Ihoy were thinking.
So lhat, while one can. read what-
ever one wants to into voices of un-
rest you may have heard tonight, I
I hi nk on the other side, there are
some extraordinary efforts to get
together. These thing don't get in
the papers; what gets into the papers
is when the process doesn't work . .
.
I think both campuses are in the
piwess of changing all kinds of hab-
its and altitudes and whether we like
lo admit it or not, students have had
a lot to do with it . .
.
Alumnae Hear Moderate Trustee
Richard M. Douglai, professor of history and hoad of the departmont of
humanllioi at MIT, with Wolloiloy alumnae (l-rl Mrs. Arthur V. Marshall and
Mrs. Russell Cartor '49.
Kd. nolo: Tlio following are excerpts
from ii njmmiuIi by M. Margaret Hull,
Kuoully Trustee, delivered lo Aluiu-
iiuo Council, Mar. 20, 1000. Miss Hull
taught ut Wellcsloy before bucomlng
professor of political science and
graduates studies at Duke University.
Tho speech was entitled "Challenge
and Chango In American Illghor Ed-
ucation." News leaves II to Its read-




. The conditions nut of which ex-
isting challenges arise are many.
Among the most significant is a so-
cial revolution which is not altogether
sure of Us direction and to which a
great many things have contributed
. . .
Authority is being challenged at
all levels of American society
. .
.
Many of our young people arc en-
gaged in a search for meaning In a
world in which former guides lo con-
duct have lost their inherent author-
ity. . .
Meaning in life is sought through
efforts to promote social justice
. . .
The goal of material success has been
replaced not by contemplation or
cerebration but by commitment to a
social cause — this is the axis upon





Tied in with all this is wide-
spread alienation ... not limited to
students. Faculty members and ad-
ministrators are also alienated
. . .
Tied in with it also is increasing in-
tolerance .
.
. Our National commun-
ity Is in danger of being torn apart
In a period in which students are
Increasingly demanding a voice in
faculty appointments, and in which
some are tending to lay greater
stress on the acceptability to campus
activists of what is taught than on
the requirements of the intellectual
disciplines, this lays a special burden
ii|»m other sludenls, facuty mem-
burs, and udnilnlslrations lo see tliat
lei.ehlng stuffs continue to be .selec-
ted and retained because of their In-
tellectual qualifications and not for
oilier reasons.
Equally, however, it lays the same
kind of responsibility on the same
people to see that members of facul-
ties are not dismissed for reasons
extraneous to those qualifications. It
means, loo, that iunslitulionsof higher
leurning should be careful about
meeting demands for 'relevance' by
introducing courses which have little
or nothing to do with intellectual
disciplines — whether In the form of
courses on how to make home movies
or on how to be most effective in the
quasi-guerrilla warfare to which a




The right to peaceful demonstra-
tions is recognized by most institu-
tions. An increasing number, how-
ever, are quite properly (to my mind)
declining to accept the idea that this
right can or should be carried to the
point of Impairing the functioning of
the lnsliution . . .
Mosl institutions have already re-
ceived demands on the part of mem-
bers of the faculty, or students, or
both, for a greater role in policy-
making ... As these changes are
worked out, certain problems will
have to be met.
Responsible Participation
One such problem is how to insure
tliat responsibility for the develop-
ment of the institution will continue
to rest with Individuals whose tenure
spreads over a considerable time
period. Certain decisions are ir-
reversible, by nature, and should not
be made subject to the fluctuations
of changing undergraduate opinion.
(Ed. note: original copy reads "er-
ratic undergraduate opinion")
A second is to insure that respon-
sibility for decision-making is clear-
cut, nnd real. To some students,
"meaningful participation" means a
veto over institutional action — as,
for example, In the hiring and firing




Responsibility for decisions become
unreal when the individual who made
it is no longer available . .
. Faculty
and administration cannot be held re-
sponsible for decisions which they
were powerless to prevent.
A third is to ensure that student
representatives on policy-making
bodies really represent student opin-
ion.
. . .
Whatever role may be given
students In high policy-making must
be clear cut and thoroughly under-
stood. Only In this way is useful
participation to be gained, and un-
necessary frustrations to be avoided.
(Ed. note: the original text, before
amended in handwriting, read: "and
only In this way are more extreme
demands to be avoided.")
Conceding Representation
... We must assume — if, as, and
when such representation is con-
ceded — that students are seriously
interested in responsible participation
in the furtherance of the overall In-
tellectual purpose of the institution.
... To determine a relationship
between educational institutions and
society at large which will advance
(he purpose of both without seriously
damaging either gets us Into some
far from easy questions. Should so-
( i.il utility be Ihe sole or major cri-
terion of institutional curricular and/
or non curricular policy?
Social Involvement
Should institutions introduce
courses or other programs primarily
to solve social problems? If so, how
(Continued on Page 7)
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Moby Celebration of Rebirth:
The Once and Future GRAPE
by Christopher Frant, '60 reparable. They lose more In the
rock reporter sense of frenzy and animation than
(How does It come abont - the In actual musical quality. As if to
strange workings of fate? A good compensate, lead guitarist Jerry Mll-
rroop good mode, good material, ler has moved forward to become a
conscientious performance - and much more influential and active
then the harbingers of doom: Internal participant, taking the group on ex-
nnd external controversy, a missive, curslons into new fields of blues and
silt by a treacherous cx-manager, a jazz Improvisation. Remaining
serious communications breakdown rhythm guitarist Peter Lewis con-
wlth thdr recording company: pros- tributes a fine sense of harmony and
pecis are suddenly ominous. Death, beautiful melodic patterns, providing
catharsis, rebirth. Moby Grape has an lnfrasnjcture wW(* supports and
not only survived, but come out with enhances Millers take offs into
a strong, sensitive, remarkable new so'0 themes. Drummer Don Steven-
album: "Moby Grape "ta." Listen son and bass guitarist Bob Mosley
to It, and here's how they got there:) add their significant talents, bring-
Moby Grape goes through changes. ,n8 the 8™»P to a total of four ex-
Over and above all else, their changes ccptionally versatile musical Indlvidu-
are profound and motive. In this a*s -
world of static entities (hear the same
tunes played over and over on AM
radio all day), the Grape's essential-
ly evolutionary progress takes
Metamorphosis
For a loosely structured collabora-
tion of this sort to be viable, for a
group to survive the stresses and
revolutionary stature. Eyo magazine stra,ns of ,lme - J™ must have ex-







alas, demised Buffalo Springfield, as
being the two most significant con-
tributors to American rock music in
•68.
During flic past year, Moby Grope
Hon, and your music must be of
transcendant Imporlnncc: Incorporat-
ing differences and adapting to
change, Instead of shattering under
„ , ,.
.it. It's all a growlh process, and M«b» G"p" P",,r L'w,,
has appeared in Boston twice, at the Moby GraPc ha9 Proven itself capable ihe likes of which are captured for
Supermarket/Unicorn In Kenmore o( hlgh,v vnlld transitions. posterity on the "Jam" member of
Square (once last January, again In Bv maintaining their personal and their double-album set "Moby Grape:
October). The difference between artistic Integrity In concert, the Grape WOW" (buy it for the good of your
these two performances represented have come under criticism as being soul).
a musical leap from the level of n ,0° "'Krcsslve and schtsmnllc, their A new allium Is out now, just rr-
come-on-slrong Monkeys pop-np- coll,
'c1lvo "PPronrb verging on group leased: "Moby Grape 'fa," which
Don SUv«mon, Jrrry Miliar: Hi» •ntwhllt. Implih Skip Sp«ne«; «nd Bob Moiley."
Students Defy Anti-Protest Bills
WASHINGTON (CP8)—Fact: Most dents say, was a reaction to Jast
slate legislatures are meeting this spring's Democratic primary, when
year. F:.ct: most student uprisings student voters in college towns signi-
nre hnpi-nlng Ibis year. flcantly altered or swayed the results
,
(nncluslnii: l-cglslnllon Is being In mnny nreas of the state.




Ypl wl,p" ,,,py " ro ronl|y. Wins be closest to n realization nf propimr( , ,„ „,„,,,„ nll mcr ,ho „,„„. ihiwn on Ihe Underground Press
of sophisticated synthesis of blues, crenllvely together. Iho effect Is to- lliolr musical g»nls. H I" at lenst an |py w)|h ^pm^p,, ,0 R |U <Tont unrest The stale has also jumped on the
country, jazz, and folk elements
J",!;,
overwhelming! They nclilcvo a nutlienllc. coherent statement of their ||m| n|p OVPrly repressive, in some nnll-undcrground press wagon. After
cases apparently unconstitutional. Speetntor, an underground at Indiana
xmumiuui „„a _t
intricacy rarely found, except in in- saw fit to Introduce Into their "WOW"
which raises them to distinction whole. Purc . rock sound of Incred- Intentions, without any nf Ihe psyche-






grown. Their music has
the Grape slances 01 'he Byrds and Lovin' album (against Ihe Grape's will, and
and at best (to use Mayor Daley's University, reprinted the John Len-
favorite phrase) overreacting. non, Yoko Ono nude photograph, the
In many states this year students legislature passed a bill forbidding
's initial blg-push Spomtul Augmenting their Instru- to their everlasting chagrin). This Is "^»,""!f„ any organization associated with Ihe
olumbla's subse- ™n,a' I'^wess, the Grape have a them speaking - not through any In- JJf"*
B
"jJW
"^SbWri to mite scho°l *>
c and " "gular beauly ami power of expres- tormcdlnry - but direct communis 'g',^ m^nnt^monstnSon The '"™»y a < Indiaj,a University
s also gone ? on - nnd a of «>»««»»««• convlc Hon, and It's good to hear. It's per- "
ro
l"',^ Is staging a small rebellion of its
through these phases, developing new llon ,n ,hHr muslc ' which establishes sonnl to them, nnd yet relevant to
,
,„ 1ZL own against these measures and
forms, new perspectives, freer dlmen- 'nduslvc rapport with Ihe audi- you (which Is the essence of Ihe
,nnKe u to incgovernoraacsks.
ngairuU low salaries and budget cuts,
sions relinquishing outmoded features. cnce - process). The songs vary from pain-
Inrtlclp at Ing • 'Uberals According to students, some of the
The group has evolved through shift- Tl,ey reach a of enchantment fully beautiful, to Ironic, to grossly
Most o, the students doing the lob-
most respected young pro-
ing patterns of dominance and influ- whcre lmagcs fuse with reality, and humorous; ranging through ballads, bying are not radicals but come from fosajrs nave ^ thjs wiU ^
ence. as different members come to ,hc P^h'e energy generated by this driving blues-rock, and even some 'he second line of defense - the last year at the school,
the fore with different contributions- inversion flashes (you) Into a state old R & B jive. They're eclectic and uberals. Not likely to participate in 0hio nnd Wsconsin slUdents have
and some depart, as did prodigal free of abstraction. Listening, a form of disillusioned and basic and amblgu-
takeovers or issue demands, these mobnized ln an effort to stop their
spirit Skip Spence (original drummer aud,le cognition is effected nnd works ous - absurd nnd rational and fatal- students wi II nevertheless find reac- legislatures from unfair action against





out „, s|ale studcn is . Resident stu-
guitarist with Moby Grape). muslc suddenly exlsls within your What nll their music has In common 0 >8ht the establishment at that dents of both states arc arguing that
Throughout this all, one factor lhouRht processes, causing a weird '« that good Grape spirit: a special
'evel.
,neir own interests and those of the
emerges: they continually advance. conccPt of reality ns a movie . . . sensitivity and perceptivity that keeps The lssies vary from state to state, universities would be threatened by
A Crawdaddy! reviewer has described outward action Is perceived as pic- coming back, a reminder of the past but a clear pattern is evident Leg- measures reducing financial aid to
them as "basically schizophrenic," ,ures Projected Inside your head with and an intuition of the future. They're Islators fuel a real or imagined threat out of staters, and opening the way
yet they never cease to achieve new a soundtrack. Indescribable. (Some- true and real — and the sound grabs to the power structure of their state to increases In their fees,
resolutions. They may not always be ,n,ng "kc ,nis musf explain the nmnz- you; they're strange and disconnected public Institutions, and immediately Crackdown on Demonstrators
commercially polished, but they are ,nR tenacity of Grape fnns.n hard — but the words get Into your head, try to pass bills which are, quite lit- in Illinois, a bill has been intro-
nlways proficient, often Innovative, °°n ot whom are found In nny rock The vague, elusive quality which Is In orally, reactionary. Studcnis then duccd requiring expulsion of students
and occasionally dynamic. audience — It's a very heavy, high their miLsic hecomea Irresistibly vivid mobilize In different ways to com- participating in "demonstrations and
Their personality transformations experience!) and compelling. It may be that the bat thesu bills. nets of vandalism." Spokesmen for
liavc been the result of four or five _ Rovolntton Grope represent a Dlonyslan clement CUNY Protest a student coalition of student body
heads — each diversely oriented — ^ GraPe's more recent appear- which is lacking In these Apollonian in New York, students at City Uni- presidents and other representatives
seeking to maintain individual Identi- *ncc at ^ Psychedelic Supermarket times. They get to you through your versify planned a convergence of 10.- from the state's eight public camp-
ties within a group concept In a
dcmonstrated a combination of the feelings, and then reach your mind 000 students from a number of CUNY uses testified recently in hearings
situation like this, integration is . '^ors: fluid, intangible Ideas, and body. In between they arc mere- campuses on the state capital at Al- against the bill,
bound to be variable, and cohesion W1,h soI,d - concrete expression. The 'y impressive and impresslonal. bany. They were angry about the Like most of the liberal students




terrain, yet they managed to achieve 'or you when Ihe effect crystallizes, the CUNY budget. tries to use legislators' hate for radi-
Skip Spence's loss from the group 8omo 8™' moments of tight Jamming l» gives you Insight Into yourself
is to be regretted, yet it is not Ir- mo mlds' of this pioneer work — and that's valuable.
/\PR\LPUZZLE CORNER
THAT'S WlTVt-TmS TOURER ¥\W>\E5?
( Titose <oko QaiL-h ffesi correct ij are fyru foob wcZM J
€3
According to letters of an Inter- cats against their bills. "The auto-
canipus group, the Student Advisory matic expulsion bill," they say, "gives
Council, the cuts (to two-thirds of the radicals a ready-made Issue —
the college's request and to a total political control of education — and
less than last year's budget) will confirms what they have been say-
mean that the University will not be Ing about the Establishment This
able to admit any new students next undermines the ability of moderate
fall. student leaders to settle disputes
The CUNY students believe this is through existing procedures."
the wrong year for budget cuts from Up Against the Wall
Ihe legislature. "Society must prove *n some states, though, Utile can be
that university radicals are wrong — done by students because of the na-
that democracy still exists, that high- ture of the legislature,
or education for all still exists," they Probably no state legislature spends
say. as much of its time talking about
I'lncs and Sentences higher education as California's, but
Pennsylvania's legislature is down students arc doing little lobbying in
l-ard on student rights. A recently Sacramento. They arc convinced that
proposed measure says, "Anyone who the governing bodies are so conserva-
nnoys, ^slurbs, disrupts, taunts, as- tive that "almost any bill intended
lulls o. 1 molests anyone on campus fo crack down on disorders will pass."
.
" •
• subject to a three month Tne other issue that concerns Call-
.ail scntc .'ce and/or a $150 fine. Rep- f°rnia students Is Governor Reagan's
•esentati\ 3s from state campus gov- a"°mpt to institute tuition at state
nunents and a few student news- colleges and universities. Students
P ipers spent a day lobbying against there have never been charged tui-
the bill. Governor Raymond Shafer 00,1 (although they pay steadily ris-
! as Indicated he's against it lng fees).
Indian •! students are battling a In fighting tuition and fee increase
erles of measures thrown their"way some students have been arguing that
by the legislature. A confusing bill the university and state colleges
which prevents student voting ln their could save more money and earn
'X liege towns comes up soon for the more from their investments than
Governor's signature. The bill, stu- ,nev do -
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BMFA Features Kirchner Prints; Petersen
. . .
Expressionist Uses Bold Colors
(Ed. Note: The following Is from
a release from the Boston Museum of
Floe Arts.)
A giant retrospective of the brilliant
German Expressionist painter and
prinlmaker Ernst Ludwig Kirchner
(1880-1938) will be on view at the Mu-
seum of Fine Arts through Apr. 27
in galleries AA and BB. Commemo-
rating the 30th anniversary of the
artist's death, this comprehensive ex-
hibition includes 148 paintings, prints,
drawings, watercolors, and sculptures
from over 70 public and private col-
lections.
A leading figure in the Expression-
ist movement, Kirchner was founder
of the revolutionary Brucke (Bridge)
group which In 1305 broke away from
the academic 19th century artistic
tradition in Germany to create a
"modern" art Inspired by the for-
mal and colorlstic discoveries of post-
Impressionist masters, Munch, Van
Gogh, Gaugin. Matisse, and by primi-
tive African sculpture and other non-
western art. Kirchner strove for a
spontaneous combination of invagina-
tion and objective reality in his art.
Intense, clashing colore and distor-
tion of figures and space created a
two-dimenslonallzed style at once de-
corative and expressive. Constantly
changing through the confrontation
and solution of new formal problems,
Kirchner's work remained boldly in-
Alumnae Hear . . .
(Continued from page S)
far can and should they go along
these lines?
Should members of the educational
community be encouraged to engage
in non-Institutional activities geared
to change In local methods of doing
business? To change in town pol-
icies in respect to primary and sec-
ondary education?
. . .
Since colleges and unlversitiea
are inevitably a part of the com-
munities In which they are located
. .
.
they cannot well divorce them-
selves completely from the problems
with which those communities are
faced
. . . The key to useful coopera-
tion is probably to be found in the
way in which assistance is offered,
when it is offered.
.
. . What appears to be on Its way
in Is the elimination of segregation
on the basis of sex ... I am not my.
self prepared to take a position on the
Issue st this time (as regards Well-
esley).
... I should hope that institutional
amalgamation would never reach
the point at which virtually the only
first-class education available was to
be found in multiversities in which
the Individual tends to become lost
in the mass.
It is not thus that we shall solve
the individual, or the social, "Iden-
tity crisis" of our time.
Promotes . .
.
(ConPt.ned from page 4)
Awards from Wellesley. Mr. Vander-
pool is a graduate of Harding Col-
lege, holds an M.A. from Abilene
Christian College and earned his
Ph.D. from Harvard Divinity School.
Mrs. Allen has done extensive
studies on the properties of blue-
green algae and is currently doing
research on aspects of its cytology
and biochemistry. A 1960 graduate of
the University of Wisconsin where
she earned her M.S. degree, Mrs.
Allen holds the Ph.D. from the Uni-
versity of California at Berkeley.
She joined Wellesley's faculty in
1968.
Mrs. Yang is a specialist in the
field of cellular physiology and bio-
chemistry. Before coming to Welles-
ley College In the fall of 1968. she
served as a research associate at
the Retina Foundation, Boston,
where, during the coming summer,
she will conduct research in bioencr-
getics and mechanisms involved in
the Initiation of protein synthesis.
Mrs. Yang has been a postdoctoral
fellow at Harvard Medical School
and has held two research grants
from the American Cancer Society.
She is a graduate of Hunter College
and holds a Ph.D. from Syracuse
University.
novative throughout his life.
The aim of Kirchner's art was to
give pictorial form to contemporary
life. From haunting self-portraits to
monumental Alpine landscapes to the
stylish superficiality and anxious
frenzy of Berlin on the eve of World
War I, Kirchner captured as no other
artist of his time the loneliness and
paralysis of modern man. The tre-
mendous Impact of his work springs
from his ability to convey through
discipline from his own tormented ex-
perience of this existential crisis, the
hostility of the modem city, the de-
humanization of war.
Changed Subjectivism
The Brucke conviction that art must
spring from life and life must be
lived as art, and their revolutionary
Ideas about color and form proved
shocking In Germany; one critic
called a room of exhibited Brucke
paintings "the Chamber of Horrors."
The famous Berlin street scenes,
painted about 1913, suggest Kirchner's
anxiety and torment in the face of
imminent war. His military training
as an artillery driver in 1915 ended
with physical and nervous collapse.
The "Self-Portrait as a Soldier,"
which shows him in uniform with an
amputated right hand, expresses the
unresolvable conflict between society
which compels man to war and the
man who cannot bring himself to
fight.
After his breakdown, Kirchner
moved to Switzerland, where he spent
the rest of Ids life. From the strong-
ly distorted and expressionlstic style
of his Berlin years, he moved gradu-
ally toward a more monumental and
decorative style. Slowly his sense of
existential crisis dissipated, but his
subjective interpretation is still strong
in his depictions of the mountains and
snows of Switzerland. The "Winter
Moon Landscape" is typical — a vast
and peaceful mountain scene animal-
ed with overtones of the fear and
anguish of the world beyond Switzer-
land, which Kirchner never forgot
In 1938, ill, his work exposed to na-
tionwide scorn by the Nazis, and with
an Increasing sense of a new war
Pending, Kirchner took his own llfo.
Earlier ho hud written: "When it ltua
to be I will also give my life as a
sacrifice for art. I have a pure con-
science and have always given the
best of my work to others. A valid
value-judgment will not be possible
until long after our time."
Kirchner's work has had a profound
Influence on the development of 20lh
century art. Boston Is the only oast
coast city to see U .e current rid.
and comprehensive retrospective ex-
hibition organized for the Museum of






chairman of the department of fine
arts. Dickinson College
Admission is 50c; students under 1625c; members free.
(Continued from page 2)
system. However, they are not likely
to make such a change in the status
quo without some Indication of sup-
port from faculty and students. La-
mentably, this has not been forth-
coming — for whatever reason. If
you want change here is the place
to act, and now is the time, not alter
a proposal has been made. There is
another committee in existence which
Is also concerned with tenure and
indirectly with the power connected
with it — the council's committee on
committees. Here, for example, the
role and shape of the appointments
committees are being redesigned. If
you are puzzled that a committee al-
legedly representative of council is
composed of tenured faculty, and
that this committee is empowered to
make decisions about junior faculty
of the small committees, I am sure
that this committee on committees
would be happy to hear your ques-
tions, opinions and proposals. Per-
haps they would also like to hear
your views on the council's nomina-
ting committee which only nominates
tenured faculty for the appointments
committee. Needless to say, if they
are not Informed of your interests
they are not likely to act. The col-
lege cries for change but is ap-
parently blind to the instruments of
change in its very midst.
Let me return, now, to the ques-
tion of tenure and purely from the
perspective of a Junior faculty mem-
ber. I shall try to be fair in describ-
ing what I see, and while I believe
tliat many of my peers feel the same
way as I, I make no pretense to
speak for them.
The gap between tenured and non-
tenured Is a gap between power and
powerless, security and Insecurity,
or, as Harvey Cox was quoted as
saying in the same edition of News
a« the tenure article, between can-
dor and can't, participation and peo-
nage. Who* la not realized Is ll»at
the Insecurity of the Junior faculty
comes not from the lack of tenure
but from the lack of power to partici-
pate in the very decisions which af-
fect them most directly — a phrase
which has appeared several times in
New* In connection with student iww-
er und tlie so-called new morality.
And not Inuwropriutcly. For Junior
fuculty are tibjeot to Hie same In-
securities uiul Imiuteico |n u,c fU(x.
of U.e Institution us the students.
But the Institution which faces the
junior faculty is not the administra-
tion, paradoxicaUy, but our senior
colleagues. Oe facto, they hire us,
promote us and delermine what
courses we shall teach — as dis-
tinct from our own power to propose
courses and vote on course offerings.
If I may paraphrase the title of a
widely discussed article by a former
teacher, what you see in the role of
the junior faculty is a picture of the
junior faculty as nigger.
The term "colleague" Is thus mis-
leading as long as one group of peo-
ple has the de facto role of employer
of another group, even though both
groups do exactly the same thing in
the classroom and have fulfilled the
same requirements for being allow-
ed to teach in the institution at all.
Ours Is therefore not a relationship
of equals but of junior and senior,
greater and lesser, superior and in-
ferior — de facto. Not tenure per se
but the powers now associated with
an intimidating barrier to real col-
legiallry. Although many senior fac-
ulty never make us conscious of this
barrier, it exists and not infrequently
rears its ugly head. But that it ever
appears is sufficient reason to remove
the barrier do Juris. If we believe
in collegiality, let us redesign the
ground rules of the relationship and
do away with the creaky ladder of
power, privilege and success which
dominates our mentality and our pro-
fession, which, indeed, is given sup-
port by the national AAUP in its
rank-rating consciousness. Equality
of power Is not Inordinate as long
us there Is equality of function.
As for differences in the quality
of our respective functionings, which
is largely what affects the student
body, let us reward quality objec-
tively determined (cf. News editorial
on "Security Guards") with increas-
ed salaries, research time and assis-
tance, and, for those more Involved
administratively, with a paid vaca-
tion to Bermuda (or any location of
choice!). There is, it seems to me,
something appallingly primitive In
rewarding professional expertise with
power over other human beings. It
is even more appalling to see junior
faculty striving for the power and
privileges now associated with ten-
ure. Indeed, It la sickening.
Are we tucully not cu|>able of gov-
erning ourselves, of accepting de-
cisions in which we have all parti-
cipated, of recognizing the needs of
our departments and our students,
indeed, in assenting to decisions
whieh in some cases require our own
departures? As junior professionals,
do we still need seniors to act over
us in loco parentis?
As to the benefits of democratiza-
tion, I firmly believe that the, "wider
range of opinion" (Mr. Shell) in de-
cisions of hiring, firing, promoting
and staffing of courses will result in
a more effective curriculum. To
specify why "more effective" would
entail unnecessary and unfortunate
comparisons with what now exists. I
would like to hear reasons why the
curriculum would be less effective, or
why there is any other criterion in-
i volved than the quality of the cur-
riculum.
.
But the real benefit would be in
'the morale of the college community
brought about by the full participa-
tion of all of the faculty in the mean-
ingful process by which the college
functions. If either of these benefits
could materialize, Wellesley College
would be a better place in which to
study and to work. I hope that for
your sake you make the charge.
Postscript: Completely unrelated to
the foregoing Is another correction
which is somewhat embarrassing.
The rumor mill has gratuitously
given me the title of Chairman of
the religion department at Williams
College next fall. I am happy to set-
tle for my assignment to handle




Dr. Everett E. Hagen, profes-
sor of economics and political
science at MIT, will give the
next lecture of the "Perspectives
on Social Change" lecture series
next Tuesday at Wellesley High
School at 7: SO p.m. Dr. Hagen
has had an extensive career In
economics, both at the teaching
level and in governmental ad-
visory positions. He has pub-
lished more than SO books and
article*. The lecture will provide
opportunity for questions, com-
ments, and discussion from the
audience. Individual lecture
tickets may be purchased at the
door, at $2.50 for the general pub-
lic und 11.23 for elementary and
secondary school teachers and
college students.
New Image-Maker
Continued from page 1)job as chief of program development
jfJS V£ie* banning Organization(UPO), the local Washington metro-
poLtan anti-poverty program, from
to 1967. As one of the original
staff members, she was responsible
for Initiating and administering the
section of the agency concerned
with the development of programs
and fundable proposals.
Lobbies for College
With UPO she developed staff
training programs to help aides work
successfully with community groups.
Writing most of the submissions to
funding agencies, she conducted the
subsequent negotiations.
During this time, Mrs. Gordon was
lobbying for the creation of Federal
City College. As an original member
of the staff of the college, she per-
formed a wide variety of tasks as-
sociated with the establishment of a
new university including the duties
of public information officer, later as
publications director she prepared all
of the major publications of the Col-
lege. In addition, she teaches a sec-
tion of English composition and also
serves on a number of college com-
mittees.
As director of publicity at Welles-
ley, Mrs. Gordon replaces Mrs. Eliz-
abeth Buys who left to assume
another position.
ANYONE CAN SELL FOR LESS!
!
It's easy! All we have to do is reduce prices, stop charging, avoid bonuses
and specials, eliminate samples and little gifts, and merely sell for less.
The concensus seems to bo. in favor of getting an item for less. We have
always maintained that wo were the best store iu town. Now we will prove
it again.
All discountable items will be reduced—
S3 1/3% off
the regular price. Yes, that's right 33 1/3%. This Includes toothpastes,
hair sprays, shampoos, hairr accessories and rollers, sanitary products,
hair sprays, shampoos, hair accessories and rollers, sanitary products,
off regular price. See our tremendous variety.
Check our fabulous selection of cosmetics, colognes and perfumes.
THE COSMETIQUE
572 Washington Street, Wellesley
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Eric Goldman Overdramatizes
Instead of Analyzing Johnson
by Martha Waason '71
The Tragedy of Lyndon Johnson
by Eric F. Goldman suffers from
Goldman's limited perspective as "in-
tellcctual-in-resldcncc" for two years
and three months during the Johnson
era. Ten days after John Kennedy's
nssassinatlon, Goldman had been call-
ed to Washington by President John-
son from Princeton University where
he was Rollins Professor of History.
Goldman admits, "I was not an
LBJ 'insider' in the sense that I was
an intimate of President Johnson,
or was regularly called upon him to
help determine domestic and foreign
policies of great moment. I simply
worked in the White House, was
part of its life and Its ntmosphere."
Often the book reads like a collect-
Ion of old newspaper articles spark-
led with the memoirs of Eric F.
Goldman, rather than a rigorous ana-
lysis of Lyndon Johnson.
Tho Tragic Figure
Goldman's historic epitaph of the
man is overdramatic: "Lyndon John-
son could win votes, enact laws, man-
euver mountains. He could not ac-
quire that something beyond, which
cannot be won, enacted or maneuver-
ed but must be freely given . . . Hint
respect, affection and rapport which
alone permit on American President
Faculty Leaving
To Branch Out
By aulhorily of the Trustees, seven
faculty members will Inke snbbnllcnl
leaves for 1963-70. Their rcsrnivh
and literary work will Inke place In
Ibis country, In Europe and In Indln.
Fred Denbcnux, professor of relig-
ion and Biblical studies, will explore
l he relalion between rhetoric and un-
dcrslanding in the Old Testament.
750-550 B.C. His research will con-
tribute to a future book.
Another professor in the depnrt-
menl, Miss M. Luecltn Mowiy, will
travel lo India to study Ihe history
and significance of Saivism, with
aims toward publishing a two volume
series for Western readers. She will
spend several monlhs at Ihe Univer-
sily of Madras.
Miss Grazia Avilabile. professor of
Italian, will concentrate on Italian
Romanticism, while planning a course
In ho given in English on contempor-
ary Italy. On her previous snbbnll-
cal she prepared a grammar lext now
used in her classes
l-.'ugllsh Studies
In Ihe English department, profes-
sor David R. Ferry will divide his
energies belwcen work on his own
poetry and a short book on some
literniy rclnllonslllps Ih-Iwooii ccrlnlli
modem pools and Ihe mmnnllos. Also
on leave, professor Patricia Spades
will do a long study c-cnlcrlng on Al-
o.xnndcr Pope's poclic imagery and
Ihe problems of definition and analy-
sis.
.Spending a Inrgc pari o( her year
in Germany, professor Maja Goth of
ihe German department will continue
research for a comparative sludy of
Paul Valery and It. M. Rilke.
In the department of Greek nnd
I^itin, associate professor Kntherinc
Gcffcken plaas lo extend her study
of Ihe poems of Properlius, while be-
ginning a series of papers on various
themes of his works. She is nn Alum-
na Fellow of the American Academy




(Continued from page 4)
"xhibil includes some of Ihe earliest
successes of Ihe camera. Talbot's
cnlotypcs reveal the fascination with
architectural scenes, while Fenlon's
picturesque canal views indicate the
influence of Dutch art.
The importance of the camera In
reporting the news is shown In Fen-
ton's shots from the Crimenn War.
Half a century Inter, Genlhe records
a San Francisco disaster with an im-
mediacy that emphasizes the truth of
the photograph.
Selections from two series. Animal
locomotion and the Itiimnn Figure In
Morion, show Muybridge's victory
over movement. Depleting various
stages of motion, his photos revealed
positions invisible to the human eye
because the eye only sees the total
succession of movements.
genuinely to lead. In his periods of
triumph and of downsweep, In peace
as In war, he stood the tragic figure
of an extraordinarily gifted President
who was the wrong man from the
wrong place at the wrong lime un-
der the wrong circumstances."
LBJ, according to Goldman, was
extremely gifted and brilliant, but
"a sense of Insecurity was woven so
thoroughly into the man by external
circumstances that it brought to a
high state of development his in-
timate tendencies. Facing a world
that he thought looked down on him,
he sought constantly to prove to
himself and to II, that he could beat
It " Handicapped by provincialism
nnd a weak education, he "turned
his marriage with a woman he deeply
loved into a near-tyranny; a Con-
gressional career shot through with
Instincts for the national good Into
a feral pursuit of personal domina-
tion; a Presidency marked by a
broad streak of Idealism into what
so often appeared lo be an exercise
on self-Interest."
Mil nnd Ihe Inlclleeliiiil
The hook Is dominated by nn nnn-
lysls of IJU'r fnllurc lo cfllnbllsh
rnpporl wllh Ihe Inlcllr-ctunl com-
munlly ilcspllo nn unexcelled ic<nnl
or social legislation. Goldman's ac-
count of the 1965 White House Festi-
val of the Arts Is perhaps the most
illuminating chapter of Ihe volume.
Goldman uses the event to Illus-
trate clinrnclerlsllcs typical of Ihe
ex-Presldenl - for exnmple John-
sonesquo plendhu? "IWt llir-y know
I'm Iho only Preslilenl Ihey've gnl
nnd n wnr In nn?" Furlher, Goldmnn
suggesls Hint LB.l's fnlluro wllh Iho
intellectuals In part caused Ihe skep-
ticism of Metro-America (Ihe urban,
well-educated of the twentieth cen-
tury) who hold the intellectuals in
high regard.
More Interesting than Goldmnn's
shnllow nnnlysls of Iho Johnson nd-
ministration nre his chnrwlcrl7nllnns
of Iho people who were n pnrl of Iho
"Imgedy." Johnson nt once Ihe bril-
liant politician Is seen fussing over
the mess on a secretary's desk. Lady
Bird is the shy journalism student
Iransformod Into a shrewd business-
woman and politician lo meet her
husband's expectations Presldciltlnl
iid(-s-, Liz Cftrppnler, Congressional
figures nro nil given Ihumbnnll
sketches. A seemingly endless si roam
of vigncllcs Illumine Ihe .lohason
years more than Goldman's poriray-
nl of Lyndon Johnson and his tragedy.
Anti-Esperanto . .
.
(Continued from pngo 2)
Itil, problem, or course Ihoro will
always be differences In sl/o, but Iho
differences should bo reduced.
Tn rognrd to your wish for more
literature courses In translation I
would like to soy two things. First,
as you well know, translations are
not in the least like tho originals;
Ihis is particularly true for poetry.
Second, translations nre certainly
heller thnn nolhlng, but would you
1k< propnrod lo support Iho nppolnt-
ment of nddlllnnnl fnrully members
to tench such courses? I doubt Hint
you have In mind not tenoning fore-
ign languages, as their usefulness to
real understanding and knowledge
(not just of vocabulary and syntax)
is too obvious. In point of fact, how-
ever, starling nt least In 1958, the
Inngunge departments together with
the English department nnd wllh n
a succession of Interested students
discussed nnd repentedly presented
to the Curriculum Commllloe plans
for. a comparative literature course.
Such a plan was rejected each time
until the Spring of 1967.
I welcome discussion of nil sorts
of questions, especially those relating
to the curriculum In general, nnd In
particular, hut I wonder whether Iho
most constructive menus Is to make
remnrks In Council which lo mosl
Council members sound cryptic or
suggest Hint they nre the result of
some kind of debate which took plnce
outside Council.
You may have very useful sugges-
tions lo make to Ihe foreign language
departments nnd I am sure we would
like to hear them and discuss them.
In fact we would welcome hearing





1 wo-i idod many-ho idea '.w<»
virgin posfcoi unflinchingly, un-
Eorgettably uiK-eiisored. The pou-
ter docs not nave apples cover-
ing l&y's private parts. We put
tne apples on this ad because in
many places in this country pri-
vate parts are outlawed >md we are
not Lnturoetod in boina busted
for Much 1 i v<- as thai •
cliff house
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CmnmlnRtnii, Mass. Starting; June, 1969. For
Merlon* young creative persons 18 or older, who
nro self-directed nnd wish to help form a self-
structurlng environment. Stlprnds, grants. For
brochure and application write . . .
CHRIS HORTON
Cherry-brook Road
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